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This brochure highlights a selection of good integration practices from Austria, 
Finland, Germany and Sweden, which were collected  throughout the 
international cooperation project 

IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION TO RURAL AREAS.

Following the phrase “you do not have to reinvent the wheel all over again”, we 
want to give initiatives, associations, local actors and other interested people an 
overview about ideas and projects in other European countries.

Primarily we want to highlight what all is being done and is achieved by so many 
actors day after day for people that had leave their home country and were forced 
to find a new home in a foreign place.

This brochure shall be a source of inspiration and ideas and show the great variety 
of projects that already exist. 

Projects that make our countries become more colorful, more open and much 
more live- and lovable!

Maybe this brochure will even become an incentive for somebody to start and 
realize similar projects.

Participating LEADER-Regions and Organizations from Austria              Finland · Germany and Sweden



Participating LEADER-Regions and Organizations from Austria              Finland · Germany and Sweden

AISAPARI · POHJOIS-SATAKUNTA JOUTSENTEN REITTI
POHJOISIN LAPPI · PIRKAN HELMI · RIESKA · RAVAKKA

In this brochure we compiled a list of 
exemplary projects.

You can find an up-to-date and more 
complete list of projects and contacts 
for an international exchange on the 
IIRA website www.ruralintegration.eu
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Identify skills - Establish contact 
Municipality Fließ

Contact

Hans-Peter Bock

Objectives

 ➜ The main objective of the project is to instruct interested asylum seekers in 
various areas of responsibility in the community and to establish contact with 
regionally based small and medium-sized companies active in these fields of 
business.

Project Description

The municipality defines for each project year tasks which are suitable for the 
cooperation of asylum seekers in the context of charitable activities. The asylum 
seekers are looked after by a municipal integration coordinator, who is employed 
on average 10 hours a week for this job. The Coordinator acts as an interface 
between the community and the contracted local companies, helping the asylum 
seekers to learn and apply key craft skills to accomplish their tasks.
The real working context also makes it easier for regional companies to better 
assess the motivation and qualifications of the asylum seekers and to place 
refugees in a regular employment relationship as needed to obtain their right 
to asylum. The coordinator also acts as the point of contact and confidant in this 
context.

The project aims to create initial job opportunities for asylum seekers and to 
identify existing skills for further employment
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Round Table
LAG RM Imst

Contact

Markus Mauracher

Objectives

 ➜ In addition to concrete solutions to the challenge of integration, the project 
should also allow institutions to work better together, exchange ideas and 
avoid and reduce inefficiencies.

Project Description

For a period of 3 years, a round table or a working group with all system partners 
should be held twice a year. Depending on the requirement, the number can also 
vary. This working group is professionally prepared and prepared by an external 
moderator in consultation with the strategy group, which consists of the regional 
management, the integration office, the volunteer center and “Miteinand” in 
Imst (minutes, etc.). Building on this, ideas and projects can be developed and 
managed with the regional management of the district of Imst.
In order to spread the activities and results of the working group as widely as 
possible, public relations work is carried out after each meeting. Above all, this 
work includes the writing of articles on positive examples of integration and 
above all to show that solutions are actively and jointly worked on. In addition, 
this press work aims to convey as objective a picture as possible of asylum seekers 
and migrants.

Extent of the Project

Installation of a round table / work-group and do active press work

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2017 – 31 December 2019
The content of the pilot project is a 5-hour / week project management, which 
networks the regional players and prepares and implements the transnational 
and national exchange. € 22.680,- 
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Hand in Hand 
LAG RM Kitzbüheler Alpen

Contact

Barbara Loferer-Lainer

Objectives

 ➜ For 2-3 hours per week, employees of companies should have the opportunity 
to introduce migrants to their field of work.

Project Description

Employees of companies act as mentors for migrants, in order to convey this in 
the form of a transfer of knowledge at eye level to the individual company and its 
processes. The migrants see, but do not perform the presented work themselves.
The content of the project is therefore to be understood as an educational 
initiative. The mentors also take a closer look at the stories, culture and 
background knowledge of the companies.
In order to implement the project hand in hand, the following research work was 
carried out:

 ➜ Clarification of the hourly rate, which a staff member = mentor of a company 
can receive outside the service in the training company to meet the legal 
requirements. This is based on the collective agreements. Two employees (if 
possible 1x female and 1 x male) are envisaged per company to convey the 
different points of view. Per week, 5 hours are provided for work as a mentor 
outside the contractual service with which he or she is employed by the 
company. For the work as a mentor, the employee should be compensated 
with an amount of €11,- per hour. This results in €55,- / month / mentor.

Extent of the Project

Employees of companies should be given the opportunity to introduce migrants 
to their field of work for 2-3 hours per week. This is a service that is exempted 
by the company for the awareness-raising activity, but which should be paid for 
separately by the project. The training measures of the employees as well as the 
time, which are provided for the migrants, form the contents of the project. An 
award for the employee and professional public relations finalize the project.
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AUSTRIA

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 October 2016–31 December 2019
€5.280,- (remuneration / mentor / total duration) x 4 companies = €21.120,- (total 
duration). For the far costs the public relations work with €560 / year = total 
€1.680 was estimated on editorial basis. For the project coordination (2x / year 
coordination with the other project partners) €5.200,- were estimated.

Hand in Hand 
LAG RM KUUSK

Contact

Melanie Steinbacher

Objectives

 ➜ The results of the exchange of experiences should provide the basis for 
national political discussions and, in the longer term, enable the best possible 
approach to the topic.

Project Description

Exchange of competences and awareness raising offers the regional project 
extension:
Assistance to the labor market integration for companies the possibility:

 ➜ the employment of people with a refugee background and advice and 
information to facilitate the employment process.

 ➜ to use human resources in the region.

Extent of the Project

 ➜ 15 consultations with companies
 ➜ 25 participating recognized refugees at the pilot action

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 October 2016–31 December 2019. The content of the pilot project is a 5-hour 
/ week project management, which networks the regional players and prepares 
and implements the transnational and national exchange. With a project duration 
of 3 years, this results in a volume of 750 hours of active integration work.
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Motivating Volunteers 
RM regio3 Pillerseetal-Leukental-Leogang

Contact

Stefan Niedermoser

Objectives

 ➜ On the one hand, the region is the central hub for all other Austrian partners, 
and on the other hand, above all implements the integration of volunteers in 
the integration process.

Project Description

In cooperation with the labor market service (AMS), the economic chamber (WK), 
the volunteer center, the social services in the region as well as the partners in this 
area of Tyrol, diverse measures are taken during the project to motivate the group 
of volunteers or the group to bring together the newcomers.

Extent of the Project

 ➜ 30 volunteers in the integration process
 ➜ 100 supervised newcomers

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2017–31 December 2019
The project will charge a 5-hour / week co-ordination effort for these activities. 
The activities are outsourced by means of a work contract. While 20 hours per 
week are spent on the topic, only the transnational exchange part is effective in 
the project.
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AUSTRIA

Networking 
LAG RM Wipptal

Contact

Hany Dvorak

Objectives

 ➜ Networking with regional leaders, integration officers, interested parties, 
networking partners, with regional actors 

Project Description

In this pilot part of the project, communication with the population in 
cooperation with already existing integration officers will be emphasized.
This experience is very valuable for the transnational partners, as both in Finland 
and in Sweden, this communication is done with administrative staff in the 
municipality and in the pilot project, however, these activities are carried out by 
initiative people on site and operate beyond the municipal boundaries.

Extent of the Project

 ➜ 10 meetings of the working group
 ➜ 2-3 integration officers
 ➜ 10 press articles on this topic

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2017–31 December 2019
The content of the pilot project is a 5-hour / week project management, which 
networks the regional players and prepares and implements the transnational 
and national exchange.
€22.000,- 
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Asukasluotsaus 
Ukipolis Oy / the municipalities of the Vakka-Suomi area

Contact

Mirva Salonen

Objectives

 ➜ Help new residents settle in the Vakka-Suomi area and find their place in the 
community. Cooperation with municipalities and businesses, activation and 
involvement of local residents. The goal is to promote the sharing economy, 
promote good demographic relationships and maintain social harmony.

Project Description

Asukasluotsaus project is a response to the current issue of the Vakka-Suomi 
area and the need to integrate as efficiently as possible the large number of 
newcomers who have moved to the area within a short time frame. It is also 
intended to find lasting solutions to the availability and permanence of labor in 
the area. On the other hand, the project seeks more effective sharing of regional 
information, services, goods and know-how, and greater and more active 
community and participation of residents, associations and organizations.

Extent of the Project

The first year focuses on data collection and personal service, guidance and 
counseling. Data collection utilizes the experience of previous projects and 
other existing information. In the second year, more and more forms of service 
design, educational elements aimed at activating the permanent population of 
the region, testing of the digital platform, etc. The purpose of the third year is to 
establish an operational model for the region, to ensure the functionality of the 
various municipalities in the area of operation.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

From 1st of January 2018 until the 30th of November 2020, two part time 
employees and the premises (ca. 220 000€)
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FINLAND

Feel at home in South Ostrobothnia 
South Ostrobothnia Youth Association

Contact

Tuomas Männistö and Manar Ameli 

Objectives

 ➜ To provide opportunities for inter-cultural social networking, to support 
language learning in informal daily environments.

Project Description

The goals of the project are to provide possibilities to meet people from different 
cultural backgrounds, and also for inter-cultural social networking. The project 
supports language learning and builds co-operation between natives and new 
entrants. 

Extent of the Project

Group activities, events, creating and testing new methods

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

2017-2019
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Peer support between immigrants and natives at school
MLL (Mannerheim League for child welfare), Satakunta district

Contact

Tiia Rosnell

Objectives

 ➜ getting own peer support student for immigrants to help to getting friends 
and to get to know local customs.

Project Description

In peer support between immigrants and natives at school -project we’ll 
educate voluntary students (ages 11 to 16) how to be a peer support student to 
immigrants. 

Extent of the Project

Educate peer support students how they can help immigrants and educate 
teachers about peer support between natives and immigrants.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

Year 2018, one part-time employee
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FINLAND

Integration of immigrants in Rauma 
Adult and Family Work, Immigration Work, City of Rauma

Contact

Jatta Kurppa

Objectives

 ➜ Integration of immigrants to all those who have moved to Rauma

Project Description

I appeal to the integration of immigrants. I help them in post-entry issues, such as 
a magistrate and police escorts, finding a home, a school, and searching for study 
places. I will help them to decorate and furnish their homes and teach the ways of 
living in our city.
I’ll help them find a support person from the parent population.
In addition, I keep short orientation periods where we will learn how to live and 
be in Finland.
Fast integration is our goal.

Extent of the Project

 ➜ about 100 different-age customers, single-handed and families
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Art club
Kauhava town

Contact

Jenni Koivumäki

Objectives

 ➜ To create an informal ground for newcomers and locals chatting in Finnish

Project Description

The idea was to get together with people from Kauhava (immigrants
and others) and relax, chat in FINNISH and do some art together. (No
art skills needed.)
We didn’t have anyone to teach us, I just brought something we could
do art with and I gave some examples how to use the materials. (I got
some material from the Kotiseutu kotoisaksi -project.)
At first we were just talking and chatting and at around 6.30 pm I
introduced the theme and materials of the day and then everyone did
his/her own art piece.

Extent of the Project

Once a week meeting for 2 hours: chatting, free art work

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1-12/2017 as part of town’s regular integration activities
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FINLAND

A starting package for a newcomer 
Individual volunteer

Contact

Greta Jokinen

Objectives

 ➜ To provide the newly arrived with the furniture, utensils and linens needed for 
the establishment of your first home in Finland

Project Description

This started from the organizer’s own desire to help vulnerable asylum seekers 
and refugees. The operation became a very important support measure for 
asylum seekers who were granted a residence permit and moved from reception 
centers to their new homes.

Extent of the Project

 ➜ Stocking, storing and distributing furniture, dishes, linen, etc. to newcomers 
when they move to their first new home in Finland

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

From spring 2016 until the closing of the reception center at Laitila at August 
2017, at the organizer’s own expense
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Nature and Culture Tours
Individual volunteer

Contact

Matti Becker 

Objectives

 ➜ Familiarize newcomers with the Finnish nature and culture through different 
kind of forest or fishing excursions

Project Description

The organizer has a strong relationship with nature and a lot of information about 
forests. He wants to share his own experiences and knowledge of nature for 
newcomers. The aim is to give good natural experiences and information about 
Finnish nature. On the excursion you will naturally talk about other things and 
also become more familiar with Finnish quality of mind and culture.

Extent of the Project

Organize touring excursions to nature regular irregularly when there is a suitable 
group and a suitable time at the organizer’s own expense.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

Since the spring 2016 
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FINLAND

Lowering the contact into the Finnish work life, 
work trial 
Pelkosenniemi Municipality

Contact

Tapio Rautiainen and Hannaliisa Sutinen 

Objectives

 ➜ Familiarize Finnish work life rules and practices to the refugees with small and 
easy steps by offering work trial periods in municipality workshop. Spoken 
language training. 

Project Description

The participants get education on Finnish work place practices and rules, equality 
between men and women at the work places, meet local people and daily simple 
spoken language training. And they have something to do during the day, for 
example if they are waiting the official language courses to start. 

Extent of the Project

 ➜ Duration one day or two days per week, 4-6 hours / day. Length of contracts 
from two weeks to few months, depending of the refugees life situation. 

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

Around the year. Finnish “Public employment and business services” (TE-toimisto) 
pays unemployment benefits and special support of 9,90€/day of work trial days 
mentioned in the contract.
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Opportunity Asylum
GAB - Gesellschaft für Arbeits und Berufsförderung  
(Society for the Advancement of Employment and Career)

Contact Information

Frau Dommes
Phone: +49 291 9083574

Objectives

Aim is to integrate the refugees into German society and find employment for 
them. Help with accommodation, paperwork, working together with the Social 
Services (Job Center), evaluation and recognition of documents and certificates.

Project Description

Potential analysis, job coaching and motivation, support in having qualifications 
recognized, research on the job market, finding work based on skills available, 
organizing internships and vocational training. Assisting with accommodation, 
translating and explaining official correspondence.

Extent of the Project

A total of 5 modules per person. Each module consists of 3 months, 3 hours a week per 
person. Number of participants varies.
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Presentation of refugees to employers 
Bürgerhilfe Medebach e.V.  
(Citizen Support Medebach)

Contact Information

Heinrich Nolte
heinrich@nolte-medebach.de

Objectives
 ➜ Mediation for refugees in work / Prevention of constant boredom and creation 
of self-esteem

 ➜ Own financial basis / Reduction of public funds

Project Description

On a payday in the city administration we asked all refugees if they are interested 
in a job. With the interested persons, we have recorded their most important 
data including a self made photo (personal data, school education, languages, 
professional knowledge or inclinations) on one DIN A 4 page. These about 30 
personnel sheets we summarized in folders and sent them with a letter from 
our mayor to many companies in Medebach. We have offered to personally 
accompany refugees to the companies. Several refugees have found a job 
through this action. 

Extent of the Project

One time action. Budget not necessary. Expenses were incurred only for paper 
and stamps and for free personal engagement.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

One time action. Budget not necessary. Expenses were incurred only for paper 
and stamps and for free personal engagement.
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Trainer qualification  
for men and women with immigration background
KreisSportBund Hochsauerlandkreis e.V  
(County Sports Association - Hochsauerland County)

Contact Information

Franziska Geise
f.geise@hochsauerlandsport.de

Objectives
 ➜ Teach essentials to prepare and perform high standard sport and exercise 
offerings.

 ➜ Initiate contact between immigrants and local sports clubs
 ➜ Social, cultural, education politics and economic integration of people with 
and without migration history 

Project Description

Men and women with 
immigrant background are 
getting the chance to 
qualify themselves to work 
with children and adults in 
sports clubs. 

The qualification project 
leads to a win-win situation. 
Immigrants are able to 
build social contacts and 
personal relationships with 
emotional connections. 
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It is easier to learn the German language in an informal context without pressure. 
And this context is given in sports. If immigrants want to stay in Germany they 
have to show engagement and sport is the perfect place for this. Nearly every 
sports club in the Hochsauerlandkreis want to tie qualified trainers, so they are 
very happy about qualified immigrants. If there are trainer with migration history 
in the sports clubs, they can do some advertisement for other immigrants to join 
them. The more motivated members joining a sports club the better it is. 

The main purpose of this qualification project is the connection between men 
and women with migration history and sports clubs. Sport is the perfect place for 
integration. One of the participants from last year got an internship because his 
engagement in a sports club. Content of the qualification project is for example 
how to create an exercise program and learn about safety in sports.

Extent of the Project

There is one project like this a year. If the 
participants are interested in a further 
qualification this is possible in the 
same year. Highest possible number of 
participations is 30 and the length is 30 
exercise units with later hospitalization 
in a sports club.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

Date: 13.-15.07.2018

Costs: 90 € (with sports club 
recommendation)

170 € (without recommendation)

Financial support is possible 
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Heart is full – open your mouth
Interchange - training for volunteers, who work with refugees

Evangelischer Kirchenkreis Arnsberg (Protestant Church)

Contact Information

Elisabeth Patzsch und Franziska Pich 

elisabeth.patzsch@kirchenkreis-arnsberg.de

Objectives

Volunteers get the chance to talk about different experiences concerning their 
work with refugees. In order to keep personal motivation it is important to 
interchange good and difficult events. Volunteers find out, that they are not alone, 
it is okay, when they pass through frustration, too. We want to help honorary 
people to get a realistic view on their activities, accept own borders and find out, 
where they need support.

Project Description

The participants find a big 
red heart in the middle of 
the room on the bottom, 
when they arrive, full of 
feathers and stones. 

First everybody takes a 
feather and describes, 
which aspects in his work 
with refugees inspires him, 
lends him wings, makes 
him happy, impresses 
him pleasantly, gives him 
power or energy, fires his 
imagination.
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Secondly the participants choose a stone and write down, which experiences 
affect them unpleasantly, are hard, heavy and difficult to carry, keep them 
worrying, they don´t understand, make helpless. 

After discussion and break the volunteers 
are invited to find their place on a line 
between motivation and frustration after 
a long period of engagement for 
refugees. 

Everybody gets the chance to tell, 
whether he is satisfied or wants to leave 
his place. All members of the group can 
give tips or comments, how changes 
might be possible. 

Extent of the Project

We offer this training all congregations 
of our church circle. It takes about three 
hours. Between 10 and 15 people are 
participating normally. 

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

We invite groups of volunteers in a town 
to meet in a room of church. The trainings 
are sponsored by the church. 
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FOKUS – Learn German among women 
Caritasverband Brilon e.V

Contact Information
Ingrid Asmus
i.asmus@caritas-brilon.de 

Objectives

Individual German course specially from woman to women from alphabetization 
up to level A1 for refugees and migrants .

Project Description

One volunteer teaches women in the afternoon – special offer for women, who 
are not able to go German courses during the morning times.

Extent of the Project

Two and a half hour on Wednesday; participants almost 5.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

The whole year, out of Christmas holidays – free of admittance.
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GLOBUS – to live and learn in Germany 
Caritasverband Brilon e.V

Contact Information

Simone Geck
s.geck@caritas-brilon.de 

Objectives

Individual German courses for adults from alphabetization up to level A 2/B 1 for 
refugees and migrants.

Project Description

Two volunteers and one Mini-Jobber help 
migrants to integrate by learning the 
German language and all about the life in 
Germany (health, customs and laws etc. ).

Extent of the Project

Two and a half hour per day; five times 
the week; participants depending on the 
day and level - from 5 to 15.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

The whole year, out of Christmas holidays 
- free of admittance
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Homework Support
Caritasverband Brilon e.V. and Alfred-Delp-Haus

Contact Information

Ingrid Asmus & Katharina Wicik
i.asmus@caritas-brilon.de   
Katharina.wicik@adh-brilon.de 

Objectives

Individual help for children of refugees and migrants, support to learn to do the 
homework by themselves.

Project Description

12 volunteers and one Mini jobber help foreign pupils to learn to handle the 
homework. Special support of learning German!

Extent of the Project

Two hours per day/ four times the week almost 
10-20 participants depending on the special 
day.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

Each year during the school period from 
January up to December.
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Refugees help citizens 
Bürgerhilfe Medebach e.V. (Citizen Support Medebach)

Contact Information

Heinrich Nolte
heinrich@nolte-medebach.de

Objectives

Citizens learn that help from refugees, who are helped, returns. Removal 
of reservations through mutual acquaintance. Promoting coexistence and 
integration.

Project Description

Our citizens-help-organisation helps older citizens or citizens with health 
problems to manage the winter service for their houses/ properties. Every year 
we organize this for about 20 to 25 households. In the last three years we have 
won 4 to 5 refugees for this task, who did not yet have a permanent employment. 
Refugees also help us with other jobs for people seeking help, for example with 
people on low incomes who have to change homes. For every full helper-hour 
we pay the refugees 10,00€. These amounts are legally not counted towards 
their public payments till 170€per month. Our association is largely funded by 
donation from citizens.

Extent of the Project

Two and a half hour per day; five times the week; participants depending on the 
day and level - from 5 to 15.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

Winter periods in several years. Budget depends on the intensity of the snowfall 
and the number of helpers. Total in Medebach per winter between 1.000 and 
2.000 €.
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We FORGE together 
Goldsmith-Barn Braunshausen

Contact Information

Albe und Dorle Schmidt
scheunenatelier@gmx.de 

Objectives

By handling the materials and techniques the 
refugees also learn the language in a playful 
manor. 
Concentration and fascination for the creative 
process is diverting the refugees from 
traumatic experiences and creating positive 
moments.

Project Description

In the artist studio in our barn we offer forging with gold. We organized several 
goldsmith classes for refugees. The refugees then taught locals those skills under 
our supervision. By passing on the learned skills to locals refugees experience 
reconfirmation and learn self-esteem.
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Letting refugees participate in particular offers for 
mentally unbalanced people
Das Dach e.V. - Association for Psycho-Social Support

Contact Information

Anja-Katrin Schneider 
ak.schneider@das-dach-ev.de 

Shirko Moustafa
s.moustafa@das-dach-ev.de

Objectives

To stabilize refugees with or without trauma.

Project Description

Das Dach e.V. supports mental unbalanced people in day centers and the 
counseling-center“Treffpunkt”. Refugees should be invited to these offers, so that 
they get stabilized. They can spend time at “Treffpunkt” and meet other people, 
have a cup of coffee or just hang out. And they can ask for advise from a social 
workers.
In the day centers people can spend time from 8.00 AM – 4.00 PM from Mondays 
to Fridays. They are together with other people, they can do sports, cooking or for 
example handcrafting. They are supported by nurses and specialized teachers. 

Extent of the Project

 ➜ Regular meetings to plan the way of proceeding
 ➜ 2 or 3 events 
 ➜ ca. 15 people have been interested, 3 people used the offers 

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

 ➜ 01.05.2017 – 30.04.2018  /   19.024,00 €
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GERMANY

KIPEPEO - Various  recreational activities 
Kipepeo - fair und sozial e.V.

Contact Information

kipepeo@wandlungsraeume-winterberg.de

Projects Description

Educational bike or a walking tours

KIPEPEO organizes frequent but random leisure 
activities. Last summer a bike tour was offered once 
every week. 
We also had two guided tours through Winterberg. 
These tours should teach the new citizens all about 
their new home and its history.

Summer-fest for everybody

KIPEPEO organizes an annual summer fest. This year 
it was on July 7th. Typical food from the origins of 
the refugees is cooked and sold by them. There is 
also a flea-market where refugees sell things and 
bargain with the locals. The revenue is being 
donated to a Refugee Support Group in Greece.

Celebration of integration - Cooking event with volunteers and refugees

This annual event is less public but similar. Food is international being cooked, 
there is music, singing and dancing. And there is also room for all kinds of games.

Ski Day

We organized a skiing day for refugees. It was financed in cooperation with 
KIPEPEO and the local ski lift company.
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Integration Classes - Separate for men and women

Integration for women

A 10 week lower level integration course, funded by the German Ministry of 
Integration BAMF. Subjects were for example 
- Introductions and their specific hidden meanings
- Pregnancy
- Child education
- Gender equality
- Housekeeping
- Garbage Separation and Recycling, etc.

Integration for men

The participants will visit local companies and speak for instance about taxes 
insurance and drivers licenses.
First-aid course for the German drivers-licenses
Mandatory to get a license.

German Language Classes

The German classes are every Thursday at 6PM and are hosted by two voluntary 
teachers.

Shop for Fair Trade Products

Open 5 days a week. The shop functions as a central point for refugees to get 
information and ask questions. 
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City Library 
Stadtbibliothek Brilon

Contact Information

Ute Hachmann
info@stadtbibliothek-brilon.de
www.stadtbibliothek-brilon.de

Objectives

 ➜ Offering a wide variety off media for refugees
 ➜ Picture-book-Cinema: reading and handcrafting for kids in the “Café 
International”

 ➜ Integration classes in the library
 ➜ „Sprechdachs“ – Offerings for the Brilon Kindergartens
 ➜ Media service for volunteers, associations and schools.
 ➜ Computers with web, print and scanning 
 ➜ Extensive collection of links for people learning German

Project Description

Every 3 months the library is 
visiting the Cafe International in 
the protestant church, a well 
established meeting point for 
refugees in Brilon. The project 
“Picture-book-Cinema“ offers 
readings for children.
Children of many nationalities 
are looking at picture books 
and listening to the stories in 
German, English and Arabian.
Reading unites! Thats the 
conclusion of this project.
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Refugee Board
Flüchtlingshilfe Olsberg (Refugee Support) - Welcome to Olsberg

Contact Information

Jeannette Friedrich / Heinrich Mandel
mjbfriedrich@gmx.de
heinrich.mandel@outlook.de

Objectives

 ➜ Integration Guides
 ➜ Support for integration into labor-market
 ➜  Recreational activities
 ➜ Furniture depot
 ➜ “Cafe Willkommen”
 ➜ Refugee Board (Flüchtlingsrat) - Link to municipality for problem solving

Project Highlights

 ➜ Celebrate with refugees (Christmas parties, Summer-fest etc.)
 ➜ Getaways

Extent of the Project

 ➜ About 70 volunteers 

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

Exclusively funded by donations
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Labor-market knowledge 
Integration Halland / Hylte municipality

Contact Information

Daniel Dömer

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men

Project Description

The Participants get education 
on themes such as social 
orientation, social norms, 
discrimination and Swedish 
working life. The education takes 
place through lectures, group 
and individual exercises, as well 
as study visits. There is also a 
possibility to arrange internship. 

Focusing on laws, regulation and social norms Swedish workplaces.

Extent of the Project

One group per day, groups shifting from morning till afternoon, with each 10 
participants for 8 weeks, in total around 80 participants within 1 year.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 April 2017 – 31 June 2018, one full-time employee (about 63 000 € a year), plus 
costs for language support and premises
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Coherence and personal development at the right time 
Integration Halland / Halmstad municipality

Contact Information

John Wilhelmsson

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men

Project Description

The Participants get education on themes such as social orientation, social norms, 
discrimination and Swedish working life and job seeking. 

The education takes place 
through lectures, group and 
individual exercises, as well as 
study visits. Each participant also 
receives study and career 
guidance and individual 
coaching, there is also the 
possibility of language practice 
in the workplace. 

Focusing on equality between women and men.

Extent of the Project

One morning group and one in the afternoon with each 20 participants for 12 
weeks, in total around 300 participants within 2,5 years.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2016 – 31 June 2018, two full-time employees (about 126 000€ a year), 
plus costs for language support and premises.
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Workplace culture
Integration Halland / Varberg municipality

Contact Information

Ingemar Andersson

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men 

Project Description

The Participants get education 
on themes such as social 
orientation, social norms, 
discrimination and Swedish 
working life. The education takes 
place through lectures, group 
and individual exercises, as well 
as study visits. There is also a 
possibility to arrange internship. 

Focusing on laws, regulation and social norms Swedish workplaces.

Extent of the Project

One group in the afternoon with 12 participants for 10 weeks, in total around 144 
participants within 2,5 years.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2016 – 31 June 2018, one full-time employee (about 63 000 euro a year), 
plus costs for language support and premises.
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Pedagogical mapping 
Integration Halland / Kungsbacka municipality

Contact Information

Ingela Eliasson

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men 

Project Description

Mapping newcomers ability to 
learn the Swedish language, 
those who have problems 
making a progress in Swedish 
for immigrants. Investigate the 
problem that may be causing 
the challenges, be able to get 
the right support to succeed, 
feedback to teachers within the 
Swedish for immigrants and 
following up with the individual, 
school and employment officer. 

Focusing on mapping newcomer’s language challenges and background 
concerning these. 

Extent of the Project

Individual mapping and a following up dialog concerning results from mapping 
and action-plan for the future, in total around 60 participants within 2,5 years.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2016 – 31 June 2018, one part time employee (about 47 000 euro a 
year), plus costs for interpreter and premises.
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My path to work
Integration Halland / Hylte municipality

Contact Information

Aferdita Gashi

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men 

Project Description

Divided in two groups, close to 
labor-market and not so close to 
labor-market.

Group one are focusing on 
practical training such as study 
visit, internship and group two 
are focusing more on basic 
knowledge about the labor-
market and individual coaching.

Focusing on mapping out my own path by what do I need to do to enter the 
labor-market.

Extent of the Project

One morning group and one in the afternoon with each 12 participants for 12 
weeks, in total around 228 participants within 2,5 years.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2016 – 31 June 2018, two full-time employees (about 126 000 euro a 
year), plus costs for language support and premises.
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Internship and supported employment 
Integration Halland / Hylte municipality

Contact Information

Malin Sinanaj

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men 

Project Description

Internship within the 
municipality with supported 
employment as following up 
method.

Extent of the Project

Internship half time for about 
two months, in total around 80 
participants within 2,5 years.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2016 – 31 June 2018, one full-time employee (about 63 000 euro a year), 
plus costs for language support and premises
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Health profile
Integration Halland / Hylte municipality

Contact Information

Andreas Hagström

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men 

Project Description

Starting with a health profile 
mapping up individual health 
and ends with one to see the 
progress. Lecture about physical, 
psychological and social health 
and practical training 
concerning all these.

Focusing on physical, psychological and social health connected to work.

Extent of the Project

4 groups meeting one a week for one year, in total around 130 participants within 
2,5 years.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2016 – 31 June 2018, one full-time employee (about 63 000 euro a year), 
plus costs for language support and premises.
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Local civic orientation / Integration in four steps 
Integration Halland / Laholm municipality

Contact Information

Linda Erlandsson

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men 

Project Description

One group that works together 
within 4 different topics, 
Parental education, Health, 
Swedish labor-market and 
leisure time/social associations. 
Information and discussions 
mixed with study visits to 
connect theoretical and practical 
information.

Focusing on understanding the local society to be able to concentration on work.

Extent of the Project

One group in the afternoon with 12 participants for 10 weeks, in total around 144 
participants within 2,5 years.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2016 – 31 June 2018, one full-time employee (about 63 000 euro a year), 
plus costs for language support and premises.
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Swedish labor-market 
Integration Halland / Falkenberg municipality

Contact Information

Sara Rajab

Objectives

 ➜ Shortening the path to work/studies for new coming women and men 

Project Description

Classroom based lectures 
concerning the Swedish labor-
market and mixed with study 
visits.

Focusing on spreading 
information about the Swedish 
labor-market by liberal adult 
education.

Extent of the Project

One morning group and one in the afternoon with each 15 participants for 10 
weeks, in total around 300 participants within 2,5 years.

Time Frame / Budget / Costs

1 January 2016 – 31 June 2018, two full-time employees (about 126 000 euro a 
year), plus costs for language support and premises.
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